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People who are not from New Orleans or who’ve

and the voices of other young people into the

moved here in the last few years seem to always be

discussions about our city. Because we are always

talking about our city, our storms and our recovery.

hearing about how “the youth are the future” and

They talk about what young people in New Orleans

“how the youth are killing each other” and “how the

need to be successful and what the city should

youth need to be fixed” we decided, as rejection of

look like. They read the news articles about how

those thoughts, to give you this.

successful our education systems is or about what a
mess our schools are. They come to town for Mardi
Gras (which is the best party in the world) and

It’s our voice. Our city. Our art.
Our culture. Our New Orleans.

sometimes stay to “help” us out. Rarely when people

We know that we—like you—are the past, the

are writing and researching about New Orleans and

present and the future. We are all these things.

the city that has been created since August 2005 do
they ask young people what we think. They don’t
ask us enough about our city, our dreams and our
realities.
This book is the work of 11 young New OrleaniansRethinkers-and our desire to bring our voices

We are not the future, nor the problem, and that we
are not in need of fixing.
We know that and in an effort to help you, we
recorded our voice and the voices of other young
folks. Here it is, our new orleans: the black
youth perspective.
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We

believe that the ability to tell our own story,
in our own words is powerful. It’s so powerful
that it can lead to other powerful things like

changing our school, our neighborhood, our community and the world.
We know this because we know our history. We have seen the ability of
people who know how to shape and share their stories, shape the world.
We have seen communities, who discovered the power of their own
voice, become communities who change the world.
rethink’s 2015 summer leadership institute was designed to develop the
political education of participants while exploring the deep connections between art,
agency, and justice through the experience of young people exploring/mapping New
Orleans and its landscape in an effort to unearth the narratives that shape it.
Our five-week arts based program for 15-24 year old youth in New Orleans

explored the city through mapping and then provided the space for young people to
create art in three modalities; street art & graffiti, photography & videography and
spoken word & poetry.
This report is a reflection of our art and these modalities. The photos and
poems were written for this project with the young people we interviewed in
our minds. Our poetry reflects our mapping of young people around the city. We
are also working on a companion webpage that will showcase the art from the
summer; our poems, our photos and our original paintings.
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“. . .Really bad
violence, like I live
around St. RocH and
someone dies there
almost every week.”
myroneisha, 16 years old

GENTR I F I C ATI ON
is the buying and renovating of
houses and stores in low-income
urban neighborhoods by wealthier
people and companies, which

Six of the members of the Ujima Collective interviewed
60 young people in 20 hours this summer. Our youngest
interviewee was 8 years old and our eldest was 23 years old.
Most of the people we interviewed agreed to allow us to

improves property values while

audio record our interviews, some allowed us to take their

displacing low-income families

photos and a handful allowed Kennadi to video record their

and small businesses. The
process of gentrification usually
obliterates thriving urban life:
diversity of space uses; the momand-pop stores; the urban melding
of rich, poor, and middle class
folks. It obliterates the distinctive
identity of neighborhoods.

interviews. In an effort to respect the privacy of the young
people who allowed us to interview them we have changed
all the names of the people we talked to this summer.
We decided to pick three broad geographic areas in which
to explore and learn from our peers; the Treme, Central City
and New Orleans East. As the summer progressed we added
the Freret Street Corridor based on our desire to better
understand the realities of gentrification. The people we
ended up interviewing came from all over the city. We meet
them in parks, on the street, at events and at work and they
told us a little about what it was like to live in their skin.

the mapping project’s numbers

hours of
interviews

young people
interviewed

between the
ages of

5
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the ujima collective
is a 4-month internship
opportunity for youth of color.
The Ujima Collective offers
youth the opportunity to move
forward in critical analysis of
structural inequality while
further developing skills in youth
participatory action research.
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YOUTH PARTICIPATORY
ACTION RESEARCH
is a youth centered research

kids rethink new orleans schools (rethink)

process that involves 4 stages:

is a New Orleans based organization with a mission
to support young people of color in becoming

1.

problem identification stage
youth critically explore
their environment; gather

information and reflect upon
current conditions within
their community.

thoughtful and capable leaders through the
process of rethinking their experiences in their
own schools and communities and taking action
to make systemic improvements. Our vision is both
an equitably great education for all students and
a future wherein generations of young leaders
equipped with the necessary tools to affect

2.

data collection stage

youth strategically design their
research tools (e.g. surveys,
interview questions, observations)

systemic change are committed to lifelong
community engagement.
We believe that every movement toward our mission

and gather information from

and vision helps dismantle the social, political, and

people in their community.

economic barriers that prevent young people from

3.

being heard and creates opportunities for youth to
data analysis stage

youth strategically assess

learn and practice leadership in ways that make a real
difference to them, their schools, and New Orleans.

information to identify trends
and plan for action.

4.

the action stage

youth utilize their findings to
inform direct change within
their communities.
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Arieanna McKnight

is a

Jordan Vigne is a 2015 Graduate of

professional chef, a college freshman at

ReNEW SciTech Academy and has been a

the University of New Orleans and a 2015

Rethinker for over 5 years. She is a freshman at

graduate of the New Orleans Center for

University of New Orleans and a fan of anime,

Creative Arts. She has been a Rethinker for

science fiction and video games.

over six years. Arieanna is a former Rethink
Food Justice Fellow and a member of both
Rethink’s Food Justice Collective and the
Rethink Organizing Collective (theROC).

Kennadi Robinson is a
sophomore at Benjamin Franklin High School.
Kennadi enjoys facilitation and working with
young people in Rethink’s Roots Crew. She has

Alana Hall

is a senior at East St.

John High School and an active part of the

been a Rethinker for 5 years.

cheerleading community. She is an aspiring

Rukeene Jones is a sophomore at

actress and a member of TTAP theatre

St. Augustine’s High School and an active part

program. Alana is also a musician who plays

of New Orleans second-line community as a

both the guitar and piano. She has been a

member of the Ole & Nu Style Fellas and the

Rethinker for six years and is a member of

Dumaine Street Gang. He is a member of the

Rethink’s Street Team.

Rethink Organizing Collective (theROC).

Ashley Triggs is a junior at Algiers

Whitney Alexis is a junior at Joseph

Technology Academy. She has been a Rethinker

S. Clark High School and a budding marketing

for 5 years. She is a member of the Rethink

and public relations entrepreneur. She

Organizing Collective (theROC).

expresses how she feels about the different
systems and different subjects creatively

Brianna Bryant is a young radical, a
published author and a 2015 graduate of Lake
Area New Tech Early College High School and
Bard Early College. Brianna, or Brie, is a member
of Rethink’s Street Team and an aspiring photo

through singing, writing songs and doing
spoken word. She has been a part of Rethink
for 6 years and is a member of the Rethink
Organizing Collective (theROC).

and video journalist as well as a freshman at

Ymanuel Leon Joseph is a 2015

University of New Orleans.

graduate of Edna Karr High School and Bard
Early College. He is a freshman at Louisiana

Christopher Bailey is a senior at
International High School. He is a musician,
singer and a fan of anime, and video games.

State University. Ymanuel (or Yhayah) is a
part of the Definition DJ’s, a music producer
and an entrepreneur who is in the process of
developing his own business YMaginate Inc.
Yhayah is a member of the Rethink Organizing

Jamia Brown is a poet and a freshman
at Ben Franklin High School. She is a member

Collective (theROC) and Rethink’s Fund
Development Committee.

of the Rethink Organizing Collective (theROC)
and Rethink’s Street Team.
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6 WARD
TH

Most Black New Orleanians refer to this area as the
6th ward. If you are new here, from out of town or
you are white you might call this area the Treme,
Faubourg Tremé or Tremé- Lafitte. It’s a geographic
and cultural area of New Orleans whose boundaries
are defined by the Esplanade Avenue to the east,
North Rampart Street to the south, St. Louis Street
to the west and North Broad Street to the north. It
is one of the oldest neighborhoods in the city, and
early in the city’s history was the main neighborhood
of free people of color. Historically a racially mixed
neighborhood, it remains an important center of the
city’s African-American and Créole culture, especially
the modern brass band tradition.
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The “town square” of Tremé is Congo Square.

The Treme is also home to New Orleans Treme

In the 1700s it was a slave market where enslaved

Center, a gathering place for people of all ages the

Africans were sold. By the 1800s it became a place

Treme neighborhood. The Treme Center is centrally

where enslaved Africans gathered on Sundays to

located adjacent to Armstrong Park and across from

dance as well as a place of business for enslaved

Joseph A. Craig Elementary School.

Africans, enabling some of them to purchase their
freedom. For much of the 19th century, the square
was an open-air market. “Creoles of Color” brass
and symphonic bands gave concerts, providing the
foundation for a more improvisational style that
would come to be known as “Jazz”. Today, Congo
Square is a part of the Louis Armstrong Park and it
a gathering place for young people who live in the
nearby Covenant House New Orleans, a shelter for
homeless and at-risk youth ages 16-21.

Also in the Tremé- Lafitte is the Sojourner
Truth Neighborhood Center located within the
Lafitte Housing Development, one of Downtown
New Orleans’ oldest housing developments. The
neighborhood center is a community-based hub
that serves hundreds of families in New Orleans.
Adjacent to the Treme in the French Quarter is
Jackson Square a park that was declared a National
Historic Landmark in 1960. Jackson Square is a hub for
tourists to New Orleans and a place where local youth
work as street performers.
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the 10TH and 2nd WARDs
Most Black New Orleanians refer to this area as the

was a youth founded and youth led U.S. civil rights

10th and 2nd wards. If you are new here, from out of

organization that played a pivotal role in organizing

town or you are white you might call this area Central

the 1961 Freedom Rides, the 1960 Desegregation of

City. Central City is home to Rethink and was the home

Chicago Schools, the 1963 March on Washington and

of many of the youth led movements of the 1960s

the 1964 Freedom Summer.

and 1970s as well as many of the city’s brass band and
Mardi Gras Indian traditions.

In Central City young people who work, learn and
live in and around Taylor Park (2600 S Roman St), the

It is located at the lower end of Uptown, just

APEX Youth Center (2019 Simon Bolivar Ave), on the

above the New Orleans Central Business District, on

Oretha Castle Haley Corridor and at Harmony Oaks

the “lakeside” of St. Charles Avenue. It’s boundaries

Apartments (3320 Clara St) were interviewed.

are: MLK Boulevard, South Claiborne Avenue and the
Pontchartrain Expressway to the north, Magazine,
Thalia, Prytania and Felicity Streets and St. Charles
Avenue to the south and Toledano Street, Louisiana
Avenue and Washington Avenue to the west.
Central City has a significant Civil Rights History.

Shakespeare Park, officially named A.L. Davis Park
since 1979, is a gathering place for youth who come to
the part to play basketball, swim and socialize.
Located at the intersection of Washington Avenue
and Lasalle Street. Shakespeare Park was and is an
important convening place for brass bands, second

In addition to the youth led boycotts on Dryades Street

lines, Mardi Gras Indians, community meetings,

of businesses that would not hire Blacks the Southern

concerts, church revivals, and, in the 1960s and 1970s,

Christian Leadership Conference was founded in

Civil Rights protests. Shakespeare Park is also notable

Central City in 1957 as was the New Orleans chapter

as the staging area for the Zulu Social Aid and Pleasure

of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). CORE

Club Mardi Gras Parade for most of the 20th Century.
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the East
Most Black New Orleanians refer to this area as the ninth
ward or the East. If you are new here, from out of town or
you are white you might call this area Eastern New Orleans.
The East is a large section of the city that was developed
extensively from the 1960s onwards as suburban-style
living within the city limits. The East is a part of the 9th ward
and is an area east of the Industrial Canal that includes the
neighborhoods of Lake Kenilworth, Pines Village, Lake Forest
East, Lake Forest West, Edgelake, Little Woods, Plum Orchard,
Bonita Park, Donna Villa, Camelot, and Village de L’Est,
known for its Vietnamese community.
The East is home to two different Black populations;
affluent and middle class families who want a “suburban
living experience” in the city and economically oppressed
families that chose the East because of the cheaper rents
that can be found far from the urban center of New Orleans.
Our mapping process focused on young people along
the Alcee Fortier Blvd corridor, at the East New Orleans
Regional or Read Library (5641 Read Blvd), and residents of
Chateau d’Orleans Apartments (14765 Chef Menteur Hwy).
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CHANGE
THE PICTURE
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the 16 and 17 WARDs
TH

th

Most Black New Orleanians refer

In the 1920s and ‘30s the street

to this area as the 16th and 17th

boasted a streetcar and dozens of

ward. If you are new here, from

shops. In the 1960s and 1970s the

out of town or you are white

area became the home of a largely

you might call this area Uptown.

Black population. In the 1980s

Freret Street Corridor was chosen

and 1990s the commercial parts

because it is a rapidly gentrifying

of the corridor fell into decline.

community. It is home to Soniat

Then, post Katrina the Freret

Park and the Freret Neighborhood

Street Corridor was chosen by

Center was a sight of both porch

developers for a “rebirth” campaign

and “on the street” interviews.

to attract wealthy transplants and

This area of the city was named
for former Mayor William Freret.

restaurateurs. The result is an area
that is rapidly gentrifying.
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chapter 1

youth vs.
incarceration
and the
police state
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What do you think
the police think
when they see you?

“kill”.

The

alicia, 12 years old

PIC is the reality that
instead of building
mental health facilities

our government imprisons the mentally ill. Instead of
creating jobs with decent wages or investing in our

T H E P R I SON I ND USTR IAL
C OMPLEX (PIC )
is a term we use to describe
the overlapping interests of
government and big business
that uses surveillance, media,
policing, and imprisonment as
solutions to economic, social
and political problems.

schools our government imprisons young people of
color for petty drug offenses and for robbery. It’s the
fact that slavery has been abolished in this country for
150 years EXCEPT for all the people who are in prisons.

“Um, yeah a lot of people in prison. Well not a lot but...my
auntie, my grandma – she’s in prison. I don’t know what
happened, but she’s in prison.” – talib, 8 years old
Through its reach and impact, this system maintains the
authority of people who get their power through racial, economic
and other privileges. There are many ways this power is collected
and maintained. Mass media images that keep alive stereotypes
of people of color, poor people, queer people, immigrants, youth,
and other oppressed communities as criminal, delinquent, or
deviant. Environments where private companies earn huge profits
building prisons and arming police forces to control communities,
by helping earn political gains for “tough on crime” politicians and
by increasing the influence of prison guards and police unions.
Systemic elimination of the social and political dissent of oppressed
communities that make demands for self-defense and justice.

“I don’t think that they are protective over Black people as
they is over white people” – tanisha, 16 years old

18
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END THE P.I.C.
by whitney alexis
Not something you cheer about.
The fact that we don’t know our true history but we know
who to run from.
Getting shot and emotionally burned
taught in schools not about compassion but how to
systemically learn.
Respect is something they can’t earn
Police brutality got you screaming “forget the police”
Metal detectors leaning towards prison protectors.
&that 13th amendment don’t got you feeling no better.
Oppressed by the ones that suppose to protect you
lied to by the ones that’s suppose to help you.
your brainwashed not to do nothing cause the boys in blue
will make sure you ain’t true.
Only 12 and you already think it’s time for you to go to jail
or be 6 feet under.
First time you glance at the red white and blue you run go
inside and act like you have no existence
Same color as the American flag but
how can colors of liberty represents the people that in
incarcerates and enslaves you?

19
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We asked other young people questions about their
experiences with policing, the role of police, police brutality,
harsh discipline policies in schools and freedom.

the role of police in the lives of new
orleans youth

93% of young people under 12 years old shared that they
had had good interactions with the police; “Because that’s
what they do. Protect the people around them and try to
help people as much as they can. Even if they don’t have

“Yes. There was a lot of people
who got killed. Somebody got
killed right in my apartments.
So yes I feel like there’s a high
crime rate. There’s always
somebody in the news that got
shot up in the East.”

enough time or love, they still do with the victim what they
can do.” (Talib, 8 years old).
Youth commented regularly that the police

justice, 18 years old

were “made to protect,” but that in reality, there is
actually more harm done to them by police than
there is protection.
The reasons that youth gave for these feelings

his car to a white woman, who was also broken down

ranged from hearing accounts from other family and

in the same area. Marquis* vividly described an incident

community members to personal stories. One young

when he and a friend were walking beneath a bridge

woman named Kylar recounted an incident when she

and were stopped by the police. The chance meeting

and her friends were staying at a hotel downtown and

resulted in a police officer picking up and slamming his

police, in response to a noise complaint, were called and

friend on ground; “He slammed my dude Dustin, and he

while attempting to “quiet down” the room of teenagers

picked him up and bap (motions throwing something

they knowingly intruded on the space where a young

down). He was one of my friends, he was comin’ from

woman was showering.

under a bridge, and the police just grabbed him and

Another young man, Dijon recounted a time when
he witnessed a policeman pass a Black woman, broken
down on the highway, to offer assistance and a seat in

slammed him on his stomach... ”
In our interviews 50% of youth we talked to reported
having anxiety when seeing the police regardless of
whether they were truant, engaged in illegal activity or not.
94% of youth interviewed shared that belief that when the
police are around they should leave wherever they are as
soon as possible. Some shared that they just calmly “keep
walking” while other reported running away or hiding.
The 50% who reported having anxiety also shared
that they feel scared when police are present. One of the
recurring reasons offered for this anxiety and fear is the
belief that police automatically think that because they are
youth and/ or they are Black that they are bad. Many talked
about the anxiety created from the knowledge that police
could do whatever they wanted to them.

20
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“Uh, I don’t have a criminal record or anything like

Like when you’re in prison, they still harass you

that. I’m Black; I have dreads. So I’m a statistic in

even after you done served your time and stuff.

today’s America—period. So they might think I’m

They’re all on your back. Like most people get out of

up to no good. I’ve been harassed by the police

prison, and they end up changing their whole life. Like,

all day because I have dreads, but I don’t have a

“you know, I can’t do this street stuff no more. I gotta

criminal record.

take care of my family and all that.” But they’re still

I don’t like that people go to prison because of

being harassed and followed around. It’s cold blooded.

weed. It’s bad, like, it’s like 17 years of your life goin

That number that you got in prison is like your

down the drain. Over marijuana. And like I said

social security number. That’s what you’re given and

before, I don’t like the fact that people get multiple

you can’t take it back. Even if you do serve your time,

years of their lives. Taken over a plant. That came

they’re not taking that off of you. I don’t like that.

from the earth. It’s like going out and rollin’ up a

We’re humans. Why do we have numbers on us like

blunt of grass, blowin that, and going to jail for some

we’re cows or somethin’? Number 26 here so I can

grass you found in the ground. Not like you’re mixing

cut him up.

it and making coke or something. You ain’t ever hear
about nobody trippin on weed.
. . . I know some people that have went to prison,

I’m pretty sure I heard someone say that Louisiana
has the most prisons . . .we got the most Black people
in prison. In the whole world, Louisiana has the most

and I’ll basically say that it was because of boredom.

imprisoned. And when people start goin’ H.A.M. in

Lack of... Nothin’ to do. So they would find like

there, in that one little cell, it’ll really drive someone

different things to keep their mind and time occupied.

crazy, I’m pretty sure. Containing a human for the

So like staying inside—I know for me, growing up

rest of their life—you can’t do that.

as a kid, I did that all my life. I know how it feels
staying inside all your life. That’s not a good feeling.

Treatin’ us like animals. Guards are beatin on
people; they’re beat, raped. Cold blooded.”

So going out on the street is like a second thing to do
than to be inside all day. So you find all kind of things
to do in the street.

21
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In this world u gotta survive on ur own ,
no protection from harm.
hope is all we had
until that bullet pressed through the chest of an
oppressed child.
world spun
laid there on the ground until I couldn’t feel
myself breathe
then I realized my life didn’t matter.
White supremacy lived on
while my life was another tragic story.
Who remembered me
no one cause my story never was reported..
on the news, it was just another girl
but was my world.
that red white and blue flashed in my face.

WRITTEN by Ashley Triggs
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None of the young people we interviewed had any
positive responses to the question, “What do you think
the police think when they see you?” 66% of youth
responded that they felt that the police think something
negative. Individual responses ranged from “they think
we are up to no good” to they “think we are likely to fail.”
The other responses were “I don’t know.”

prisons and profit

We also wanted to know if our peers were aware
of the role that prisons and prison labor play in the

Do you know anyone
who’s been arrested?

“Yes, my
pawpaw.”
tyrell, 11 years old.

manufacture of goods—from Victoria’s Secret products
to shoes for the military. 88% of youth interviewed
knew that these products, and many other items, were
manufactured in prison.

the school to prison pipeline

44% of Black women in New Orleans – just over 1 in
2.5 – have an incarcerated family member. 50% of all
Black males in New Orleans have been, are, or will be
incarcerated over the course of their life. Each will lose at
least one immediate male family member to homicide 1.
In New Orleans, for every 4 Black children, 1 child

“if [a student] is absent
for a lot of amount of
days [he or she] has to
go to a court date.”
deondria, 11 years old

currently has an incarcerated parent. This incarceration
creates economic aftershocks for children and their
families. When a parent is imprisoned, it directly impacts
household income, increases the likelihood of poverty,
the need for governmental support, and impacts
academic performance 2.
The charter school climate in New Orleans reflects the
broader culture of policing and incarceration. Their zero

school’s overall test scores.
We have seen the school-to-prison pipeline create

tolerance discipline policies coupled with common core

an environment in our schools where students are

testing create policies in New Orleans—as well as in other

suspended, expelled or even arrested for minor offenses.

parts of the country—that have been termed the school-

In New Orleans, the number of expulsions as a result of

to-prison pipeline.

these policies are staggering.

The exact origins of the school-to-prison pipeline are

When students are forced out of school for disruptive

varied. It was created, in part, out of the zero tolerance

behavior or smaller offenses they become hardened,

policies that took form after the 1999 Columbine High

confused, and embittered. They fall behind in their studies

School massacre. It also has its origins in the rise of

and become stigmatized. Many eventually decide to

charter schools and high stakes testing in order to keep

drop out of school altogether. Middle and high school

their charters, educators push out students who score

drop-outs are disproportionately likely to engage in

lower on standardized tests in order to improve the

criminalized behavior.
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“ is like “sink or swim,
if you don’t do good
in middle school then
no one wants you in
high school”
alicia, 16 years old

the expulsion and
arrest rates for 2012:
> in schools governed by the recovery school
district / algiers charter association:

When students are forced out of school for disruptive
behavior or smaller offenses they become hardened,
confused, and embittered. They fall behind in their studies
and become stigmatized. Many eventually decide to
drop out of school altogether. Middle and high school
drop-outs are disproportionately likely to engage in
criminalized behavior.

of expulsions without
educational services
were Black students

of expulsions under
zero tolerance policies
were Black students

“Students were not important. (My) teachers are on
their phone in class, they don’t care.” – deshawn, 15

of school-related arrests
were Black students

years old

“Based on where we’re living, they think we’re
gonna fall into the trap, like becoming drug dealers
[or] dropping out of school, so they expect us more to
fail than they want us to fail.” – mason, 12 years old
“Our schools aren’t really safe (for us); there’s lots of
fighting and bullying and they (the schools staff) act
like that’s just the way we are.” – chris, 16 years old

> in schools governed by the orleans
parish school board:

We asked the young people we interviewed about
whether they thought that their schools expected them
to fail or succeed. Most young people, about 57% shared
that they thought that their schools expected them to
fail. Their reasons for thinking this were based on the
belief that their teachers didn’t care, that people at their
schools thought that because they were poor, lived in

of expulsions under
zero tolerance policies
were Black students.

of school-related
arrests were of
Black students.

rough neighborhoods and went to schools that were
rated Ds and Fs that they couldn’t succeed.

1 State of Black Men & Boys in New Orleans from Moving
Forward Gulf Coast, Inc., 2011
2 Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections, 2009

font: the advancement project, judith browne
dianis on 20/20: zero tolerance policies and extreme
discipline, october 01, 2012
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I & WE
by jordan vigne
I feel controlled & tired.
I feel annoyed & frustrated
& this frustration makes me weary.
I feel conflicted & worn wondering if my feelings for this cause are truly strong.
I’d like to know when, when do the horrors of my reality end?
When a young boy can identify abuse & mistreatment
When a city can’t turn to the police
When a dead body is a normality
When all a city cares about is gentrification & red lining
When an organization that felt like a family becomes a hierarchy
Maybe this horror story will end when he lay me down to sleep.
When he is no longer He but a 9mm bullet
& the person on the other end is no longer a person
but the many systems standing behind him,
forcing him to do their bidding.
To obliterate & eliminate.
To destroy & hurt out of frustration.
Frustration, that makes me weary.
Because both I and he are controlled.
& we are tired
& we are annoyed
& we are worn.
So in my last moments
In OUR last moments we will wonder if we truly feel strongly about the cause
that we are fighting for.
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FEAR
by jamia brown
Something that I experienced while
looking at the paper
with my brothers and sisters names going
down the list with what seemed like no
ending
The names on that paper was like looking at
a receipt of the price of being Black.
Praying
That I wouldn’t see my father’s or the boy
from second grade names on that list.
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With passion
I spoke about how much hate I have
for a system that praises modern day slavery.
With memories and sadness
they spoke about their families and friends
who have been put in a system that they are
taught is what’s best for their communities
but really,
it is what’s best for the pale man’s pockets.
Telling people stock stories to make theirs better.
Putting away a whole race while racing for the
incarceration capital of the world.

written by jamia brown
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2015
Jim crow
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“Without access to
protection, safe areas,
and fun things to do out
in the neighborhood, (we)
stay inside.”
kevin, 17 years old

JIM C R OW
was the name of the racial
caste system which operated
primarily, but not exclusively in
U.S. southern and border states,
between 1877 and the mid1960s. Jim Crow was more than
a series of rigid anti-Black laws.
It was a way of life.

modern day segregation

Lack

of opportunities to
“succeed” was one of
the things that we

were interested in discussing with other youth, because
this last year we have been learning about the youth
led social movements of the 1950s, 60s and 70s. Those
movements were working to dismantle the system of
Jim Crow and racial segregation. As we learned about
the impacts of the Jim Crow Era on the lives of Black
people we began to draw parallels to our inability,
as young Black people, to access facilities, services,
and opportunities such as education, employment,
housing, medical care, and transportation. We began to
understand that Jim Crow was the practice of apartheid
along racial lines. That our current lives, as young
people in New Orleans, are Jim Crow along class lines
that are deeply racialized.
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We noticed that despite the fact that Jim Crow segregation
was legally abolished in the 1960s, most of us are living
segregated lives; going to schools with few to no white students,
educated to work as a part of New Orleans tourist based economy
in service industry jobs as waiters, hotel staff, and cleaners and
living in predominately Black neighborhoods that are gentrifying.
We also noticed that young Black and economically marginalized
youth did not have access to safe spaces to gather and just be.

“. . .(where) I live in in Gentilly, it’s mostly Black. I never
really see white people. . .we do have a small population of
Hispanics.” – jamila, 14 years old
Only 4 of the 60 young people we interviewed told us that
they lived in neighborhoods that were compromised of people of

APA R T H E I D

different races and ethnic groups. Only 7 out of 60 shared that they

meanings “the state of being

went to schools that they considered to be racially diverse. And

apart”, literally “apart-hood”

while they agree that lack of diversity is a reality, when asked how it

and was a system of racial

was started or why it continues they had different opinions:

segregation in South Africa

“Since I was small, like it used to be segregated, like it
used to be mixed but since Hurricane Katrina, it’s like

enforced through legislation
from 1948 to 1994.

predominantly Black came back to my area cause the
whites didn’t want to stay in that neighborhood anymore.
Cause they ain’t done a lot of fixing up on my side of town,
the Lower 9th Ward and all. It’s not attractive.” – rakim, 20
years old

“. . .when I was in the 9th ward, after Katrina. . .(they)
started opening new places and a lot of white people
started moving in. And when they moved in, we moved out.
. .” – jamila, 14 years old
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is your community poppin’ or nah?

mentioned

have access

dollar store

4

4

family dollar

1

0

neighborhood
corner store

47

47

roberts

1

1

rouses

1

0

save-a-lot

0

0

walmart

12

9

whole foods

5

0

winn dixie

4

2

didn’t mention a
specific
food store

12

--

We were really interested in what different people in
different neighborhoods and parts of the city did for
fun, what they ate and what they felt like they had
access to in our City. We wanted to know which parts
of the city were poppin’ and which were not. And we
wanted to get suggestions from young people about
what they thought New Orleans needed to make life
better for its’ young people.
Most of the young people – regardless of the part of
the city where they lived, where they went to school, or
worked – shared that they thought the city needed more
fun, safe things for youth. Ten young people specifically
mentioned wanting more swimming pools, community
centers, fountains, a playpark and youth centered events.
A few people shared that the community used to be
poppin’ and used to have DJ’s and stuff like that, but
when Katrina hit. . .that’s when nothing was the same.

“Before we used to (have) DJ’s, luaus, pools all over the
city, you know activities for the youth. Now you can’t
even so much as get a decent park built without people
shooting through the park.” – Tracy, 24 years old
Young people also talked about community violence
as a problem and a drawback to young people hanging

culturally relevant foods and good candy within walking

out together. Those that mentioned safety also shared

distance of their homes. Many of the young people

that if they thought having more structured activities and

interviewed mentioned wanting better access to food that

neighborhood centers “to kick back with people” would

wasn’t fast food or “carryout”. One young man, 17 year old

lessen community violence committed by young folks.

Tyrell shared that “. . . like, whole foods. Cause I like organic

What is your favorite place in this neighborhood? In
my neighborhood?. . . My house. There’s nothing to
do! There’s nothing to do in the city that’s why the
crime is high. – kevin, 17 years old

food. I am not big on the GMOs.”

how we get around

91% of interviewees shared that at least one bus that
comes to their neighborhood. The other 9%--all young
people under the age of 12—were not sure which buses

access to culturally relevant food
(and candy!)

At Rethink we talk a lot about food injustice, food deserts
and culturally suitable food in people of color communities
in our city so we wanted to see if these issues were ones
that other young folks cared about. 94% of the people
we interviewed were unhappy with their ability to get

came to their community and when.
The young people we interviewed told us that city
buses are reliable—even when running a bit late—and
take young people where they need to go in the city.
Most youth we interviewed depend on the city buses or
family members for daily transportation and to get to the
grocery store. They also shared that they use the bus to
get to work, school and to places that are safe and fun.
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NO ACCESS
by Whitney Alexis
You not able to get where you going. . .walk on your own two
feet.
This system ain’t meant for you to be successful.
Somethings can end up being stressful

like. . .

you can’t get no house ,
no job or your kids back.
you don’t even have access
you been incarcerated, I bet
but Nobody told u to be Black.
you’re body’s gonna rot anyway
with these Walmart stores where there’s flies in the fruit.
Can’t go to whole foods, know that don’t suit you.
No car so you gotta walk with old shoes or catch the bus
hope someone don’t steal from you
but you end up at a corner store buying three day old meat,
just so your kids can eat

System don’t want you having access to things you need.
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JIM CROW
by Jordan Vigne

i run down broken streets that prick & cut my feet.
pass talls trees whose branches reach out to grab my hair.
pass wire bushes that slash skin & stab the meat.
i hear the dogs at my heels, & feel flashes of light in the
darkness behind me.
warning shots are fired in the air,
but i move silently
if they see me im dead,
so i blend with the darkness.
if im caught i will be dragged back to poverty,
back to #whitegirlsdoitbetter,
back to a house that isn’t my home cuz its something the white
man owns,
back where my mama cant get a job so we have to hustle & rob.
& our entertainers dance & sing like monkeys for them,
sell records that shame us, so that little white boys & girls can
think they know how it feels.
how it feels to be called unintelligent,
how it feels to buy & sell our dignity,
how it feels to be imprisoned for what we look like,
how it feels to be robbed of our culture,
how it feels to be called ugly, but then imitated.
to be called strong, but then be immaculate.
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to be apologized to, but then degraded.
to hear that a word is just a word that is hurtful but we all say it.
how it feels to be enslaved.
how it feels to be a minority.
how it feels to be BLACK.
so i keep running,
cuz i don’t wanna go back.
i don’t wanna go back to massa.
& i don’t wanna see those beautiful paved streets with big wondrous houses, that i will never
see the insides of,
cuz its something i will never have.
i don’t wanna watch the smiling
pale faces & mamas tears.
i don’t wanna see miley twerk & hear
people tell little black girls its inappropriate.
but isnt it their culture, wasn’t dance & music the only thing that kept them sane. i don’t
wanna watch a white murder be given a bulletproof vest & feed a burger.
i don’t wanna have to say that black lives matter.
i don’t wanna be forced to live in a world where my people cannot have equality & just be equal.
but i don’t kno where I’m running to because it is the same everywhere,
& there is nowhere that a black man can go.
This is jim crow.
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I used to be able to write
But now I can’t spit nothing at all.
All I can do is sob
This writer’s block is adding on to the problems I already
have like stacking dusty bibles
The heat and salt I’ve been experiencing the last few days is
being added to my pot of anger that is already boiling over.
Walking these few miles is just the beginning of this infinite
and rocky road that I’m about to endure.
The Sweat that I’m releasing is an alternative to the tears of
anger and frustration I want to cry.
With all the questions, concerns, and regrets, my mind is
heavier than my body and soul.
But I can’t lie, I’m doing what I love. Helping my people get a
colored utopia is my escape from the dystopia I have
lived in.
Only if my mind of lead could be helped.

written by Jamia Brown
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chapter 3

Towards an
Education
that Liberates
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“What color scrunchie
you wear that day
shouldn’t determine
what kind of education
you’re gonna get.”
jessica, 18 years old

new orleans’ education
shock doctrine

T H E SHOC K DOC TR INE
is a theory for explaining the
way that force, stealth and
crisis are used in implementing
racist and classist economic
policies such as privatization,
deregulation and cuts to
social services.

Since

2005 and
Hurricane

Katrina New Orleans has become, according to
education scholar Kristen Buras, “the premier
experimental site for urban educational reform in the
United States” This experimentation has irrevocably
changed both the educational and social lives of New
Orleans youth. “Lawmakers and entrepreneurs frame
these reforms as a socially conscious effort to advance
equity and improve public schools, rather than allowing
the traditional profit motive to define their efforts—
what has been referred to as conscious capitalism.
In reality, however, the city’s urban space economy is
reshaped along racial lines, exacerbating inequity and
deepening the confluence of capital accumulation,
property rights, and whiteness.” 4

4 Buras, Kristen L., Charter Schools, Race, and Urban Space: Where the Market

Meets Grassroots Resistance. Routledge : 2014.
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Eugene’s story
No, I ain’t feel safe. I was bullied. (It) don’t look like

and starin’ into her phone. It’s like, at least walk

it, but I was bullied when I was a little kid. Got in

around and let us individually come up to the board,

all these fights, all types of injuries and stuff out of

each can do it, sit down and next student do it so the

fights; got ‘em all in my head from fights…I been

teacher makes sure everybody know how to do it.

bullied in school. Cut off my hair and you see all

They don’t do all that. They just put it on the board—

the scars; I got the stitches everywhere. I’m tellin’

if you don’t do it, you don’t do it and that’s your

you that my life has been rough. But like I said, I

problem. How you supposed to learn? Sittin’ there

put my trust in God. That’s the only person who

starin’ at the board—r + what equals what? What is

got me. At the end of the day, nobody else got me.

all of that?

God got me. I’m still here today. I’m still here. That’s

But yeah, being treated like a human is finding

the only thing I can be. Like I said, there’s some

out what you need, getting the resources, stuff like

stuff in the school system that’s not being handled.

that. That’s being treated like a human. To actually

Like bullying and stuff like that. That’s why people

see you trying to better yourself and helping you get

turn to violence, ‘cause they’re being bullied. It’s

that extra push. That extra push. That’s being treated

senseless acts that start at school when you’re

like a human. Not just giving up because this person

young, and people play along with it, and they grow

has a hard time doing something like that. Because

up to do this shit.

we have a hard time learning stuff like this... but it’s

They (the teachers and administrators) don’t put
too much effort into you. I ended up quittin’ school
cause I kept on missin’ the bus. They should really

not our fault. It’s not our fault. It’s not our fault.
It’s not our fault.
You don’t know what we’re going through. That’s

change the time for school. They need to change the

what people don’t understand. People are too self-

time between when you wake up and when school’s

related; they are not too open to view other people’s

startin’ because like when you get to first period you

opinion and feelings and stuff like that. They’re just

just sleep…and you hear nothing. Nothing.

self-opinionated. Everybody’s about self now a days.

Jesus, child. Havin’ a teacher actually explain
somethin’ to you, instead of runnin’ through it on

That’s what’s ruining our world today. Everybody’s
about self. Self and money.

the board, writin’ it down and then just sittin’ down
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institutionalized manipulation and lies by the ones teaching
you how to be obedient to the system that we live in.

refusing to give you the knowledge to free yourself from the
oppression that we have internally and out.

becoming at battle with your people and yourself when
you don’t even know what the war is about. this is a black
drought

mummification of your brain and replacing it with the
Mindset of the oppressed. unless you fight back.

freeing yourself from your own people’s deaths. Freeing
yourself from the slangs, lies, death threats and cries. the
pain and agony.

who are you now ?

it’s time for you to stand out in a brainwashed crowd. Time
to tell your people why the truth is worth wild.

with 1 person they’ll kill you .
with 10,000 people they’ll fear you.

educating each other
+
liberation forever
=
killing your oppressor

written By Whitney Alexis
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“Education. I can’t learn that
at that school. That school is
really independent; you have
to learn on your own. I want
to go to another school but
it doesn’t make sense so I stay
there and do the best that I
can and get the help I need. . .”
talia, 16 years old

liberatory education

In our work with Rethink, we and our adult supporters have spent
a fair amount of time talking about liberation and education.
We have read and listened to the work of others who have
been developing ideas about liberatory education as a response
and counteraction to the schooling that exists in our current
educational climate in our city.
What we believe is that education creates mirco- ecosystems
that heal and protect people of color and economically oppressed

E CO SYST EM
is a community of living and nonliving things that work together.
Ecosystems have no particular size.
An ecosystem can be as large
as a desert or a lake or as
small as a tree or a puddle.

people from a system that abuses them. Education that liberates
creates agency and ability to respond to challenges and move
towards goals. It teaches us how to end oppression. Liberatory
education values honesty for the sake of liberation and creates
space for collective problem solving. It helps us to create the
information that we need to navigate challenges and move
toward our goals. Ultimately it answers the question, “how do you
fight a nation that puts words in your mouth?”
Schools and schooling have taught us to accept oppression,
have tried to make us into disposable “things”. Schooling prioritizes
profit over people with endless testing that makes students
prove, through test scores, that they deserve and education while
making teachers prove that they have the right to teach. Testing
for testing sake is bad for us. We believe that our current schooling
system is one that harms and weakens us, as people of color and
economically oppressed people, because it uses our test scores to
determine our social and economic value and divides those who are
“valuable” from those who are “not”.
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LIBERATORY EDUCATION
by Whitney Alexis
We been guinea pigs from the beginning.
when they marginalized us from our community damn
gentrification.
government myths Talk about how we’re perceived
you know welfare checks, Black on Black deaths
or how we have a ghetto slur behind our sentences.
but what about our truths?
the fact that we were born kings and queens from our roots.
we bleed the same but have a different privilege
we are sheltered with different conditions.
but like kennadi said we need to end indoctrination to save a
black nation
free ourselves from our prisons. Liberatory Education.
when there is no enemy within, the enemies outside can’t
hurt you.
the oppressor will kill you
Eric Gardner.. can’t breathe
give your spirit no justice.
Trayvon Martin
skittles and sweet tea.
only a fool tests the depth of water with both feet
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WHAT I WAS TAUGHT
by Jordan Vigne
slide the tray underneath the cage but don’t feed me.
give me a book & don’t teach me.
Hide the ball & chain around my ankle that holds me down.
Spend the money meant to set me free,
yet keep me bound.
what was taught to me
what is it really to be free?
when i picked up a book at 3
i was predicted of me to be the head of my class.
but i was still no good a math.
when i was 5 they told me i needed an education to make it.
but my mom has a Master’s & struggles everyday.
so i guess education just wasn’t the way.
when i was 7 they told me i need to work to get where i wanted to
be.
but my dad works hard everyday & still doesn’t make enough to find
his way.
so just working hard doesn’t cut it.
When I was 9 I was taught that all those things that were said to me
were meant to oppress me.
meant to distract me,
while they deceive me,
while they break me,
while they rob me,
while they kill me!
When i was 11 I started to fight back.
43
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“Education. I can’t learn that at
that school. That school is really
independent; you have to learn on
your own. I want to go to another
school but it doesn’t make sense so
I stay there and do the best that I
can and get the help I need. . .”

LIBERATION

Talia, 16 years old

is the act or process of freeing
yourself from another’s
control. Liberatory education
is an education that supports
oppressed people’s collective

towards the education we want

We want an education that teaches us about ourselves,

path to liberation. Education’s

our shared histories and that does more than exist to produce

contribution to liberation occurs

workers. From our conversations with other young people this

in two stages;

summer it looks like that we are not alone in this.
77% of all young people interviewed and almost 90% of those

1.
Achieving an in-depth
understanding of the world
that allows for a person to
understand themselves as
oppressed as well as the desire
and ability to expose social and

over 13 years old felt like their schools were designed for them to
fail. “I feel like some of the people in my school didn’t want us to
fail but a lot of the rules in the school were basically made for you
to fail. They pushed you in a way, like, they would push people
sometimes they would be like useful and teach you useful material
but most of the time they were just like basically doing everything
possible they could to get you in trouble.” (Jenny, 18 years old).
38% shared that they felt like a prisoner in their school at one
point; “In my old school I did (feel like a prisoner) and had to leave.”

political contradictions rooted in

shared Alayna, a 17 year old. One 17 year old young man, named

racial and economic oppression.

John, commented on the role of substitute teachers, “We got three
substitute teachers in a quarter. When you got three teachers in a
quarter how you ever gonna learn something?” .

2.
Using the raised awareness of
their social circumstances as
motivation to actively combat
inequity through social and
cultural action.

With our “mapping” we were interested in both how other
young people thought about their schools and how the imagined
what a liberatory education might look like and feel. We started
out by asking people questions about how they learned to survive
and who the people that supported them were. We learned a lot.
First shout out to the mothers. 98% of those interviewed when
asked, “who do you call when feel like you’re in danger?” and
“Where do you go if you have an important question about life?”
responded that they would call their mothers. And shout out to
the fathers and grandparents, 88% of those asked “Where do you
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learn what you need to know to survive? Who taught

“To be treated like a human in my school is to take

you?” replied that they learned everything from their

the red lines off of the ground and allow people to walk

parents and grandparents.

how they want to walk to class and wear what they want

We asked people that being treated a human being

to wear on their wrists and in their hair because none of

in their schools would look and feel like and here is

those things really matter like what color scrunchie you

what they said:

wear that day shouldn’t determine what kind of education

“Being treated like a human in my school is actually

you’re gonna get.” (Jyriesha, 18 years old).

hearing our thoughts and needs and giving equity to
all our students with different needs. That’s really what
being human is...you need to survive off of your needs
really. We don’t have resources enough to be treated like
a human. Like one simple thing is having a whole school

“I mean, I wouldn’t say they want

with 800 children and there’s one bathroom. We’re like

us to fail, but I would more say

dogs. I want to be treated like a human, given what we

that they expect us to fail. They

need. Sometimes we need more.” (Jamila, 14 years old)
“. . . I would make it more communal. Where everyone

expect us to fail and have their
stereotypes. Like based on where

co-habituates and joins forces. Not where everyone is

we’re livin, they think we’re gonna

doing their own thing. . .cause you know New Orleans

fall into the trap, like becoming

is trying to heal from Katrina and we are coming up

drug dealers, dropping out of

on the 10th anniversary and homes are being rebuilt

school so they expect us more to

and neighborhoods are coming back together . . . the
community is still very broken.” (Taylor, 18 years old).
“Three things: more classes where they help you save

fail than they want us to fail.”
jamila, 14 years old

your money, a real life class; a class that teaches you
about real life and a class about education and (how to
make it through) college.” (Talia, 16 years old).
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I had shackles around my brain
my hands and feet were more free than any part of my body
But now my mind has gone further than anywhere my feet
can take me
With a mind that is liberated from the oppressor’s words
I have a tongue that can lash out and reveal the reality of
the struggle
The struggle that my ancestors have spoken to me through
Telling me that it is time to uplift it and revolt
I am the many but ironically few tongues that speak for the
oppressed
that hide in the in the shadows of the oppressor’s dystopia.

written by Jamia Brown
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the black youth perspective

institutionalized manipulation and lies by the ones teaching you
how to be obedient to the system that we live in.
I’m a 12 year old boy to society I’m nothing more then that, my
refusing
give
theBlack
knowledge
to free
yourself
from
the
skin lighttobut
myyou
blood
so because
that
I’m just
a mishaps,
oppression that we have internally and out.
mistake to the world, saw as white to Black yet Black to whites.
Where do I fit in in this crazy mess 15 year old dark skin girl, tryna
becoming at battle with your people and yourself when you don’t
make it in this world but my cousin got shot for selling rocks and
even know what the war is about. this is a black drought
all I know how to do is box, fighting for respect got arrested for that.
Jail
just a cation
place that
accepts
soreplacing
I don’t care
if I go
14Mindset
years old
mummifi
of your
brainme,
and
it with
the
of
oppressed.
unless
youand
fight
back. Ion deal with the police they
Ithe
take
care of my
brothers
sisters.
don’t mess with me. I don’t have a job so I do what I got to. When I
freeing yourself from your own people’s deaths. Freeing yourself
see the police I scream 504 my friends run , but I just look over my
from the slangs, lies, death threats and cries. the pain and agony.
shoulder. I’m not scared of them. My uncle got killed for no reason
that
feel? mad and sad police ain’t nothing but pain in
who makes
are youme
now
our a... I wouldn’t call them I’ll call my mom, they don’t protect they
it’s
time
forguns
you to
brainwashed
Time
to my
tell
react
draw
forstand
takingout
outina apen,
they didn’tcrowd.
help me
even
your people why the truth is worth wild.
bro got shot if they didn’t take 3 hours I would still be scream hurry
out the shower instead of crying for hours. In this world u gotta
with 1 person they’ll kill you .
survive on ur own, no protection from harm. Well they all not bad,
with 10,000 people they’ll fear you.
but hope is all we had until that bullet pressed through the chest
of
that oppressed
child. My world spun until I couldn’t breathe and
educating
each other
+
that’s wen I laid there on the ground until I couldn’t feel myself
liberation forever
breathe and then I realized my life didn’t matter. White supremacy
=
lived on while my life was another tragic story. Who remembered
killing your oppressor
me no one cause my story never was reported.

writtenBy Whitney Alexis
written by Ashley Triggs
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OUTRO
If this was an album or the end of one of Yhayah’s

We had many, many conversations about the

Whitney and Kennadi do the whip and the nae

state, about what makes things poppin’, about

DJ sets (shout to DJ Won) you could watch

nae. And Rukeene would have to play some

brass band music and Jidenna’s ‘Classic Man’

(on repeat). Jamia would want The Weeknd and
Jordan some alternative artists. Both Chris and
Alana would just sing along to whatever was

playing or whatever was in their heads. Alana

might even bring her guitar. And Arie, Brie and

Ashely would make sure that we documented the
process right and linked to both political realities
and action.

For us this is kind of like an album. It would be

called the long, hot summer ‘cause this summer
was really hot and humid, like all New Orleans
summers. We walked for miles interviewing

young folks at community centers and bus stops.
We went to so many coalition meetings to meet
with organizers and organizational partners

realities of growing up and living in a prison

segregation, our failing education systems and
about liberation.

We talked about what young people are doing
all over the city and all over the country from

Uptown to Baltimore and from Ferguson, MO to
the 2nd Ward.

And we talked about what we learned from all the
young people from all over the city. Jessica, and

Tyrell. From Alicia and Myroneisha. From Talib and
from Justice. From Hakim, Deshawn, Mason and
Deondria. From Chris and Alicia and Jamila and

Rakim. From Tracy and Kevin and Eugene and Talia.
From Jyriesha and from each other.

We hope it helps you know us and see us and
hear our voices.

MUCH about our people.

When we look at our city
we want you to hear our
voices. The voices of Black
youth.

We created art.

So you can’t say—when you see adults are

to talk about our work and to plan actions. We

planned pop up events and Friday fundays. We
recruited new members and we learned SO

building schools, planning communities,

complaining about violence and crime—that

people didn’t know what we thought about it all.
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t h e r e t h i n k e r s. o r g
Original poems in this book were written over five weeks by 4
members of the Ujima Collective; Whitney Alexis, Jordan Vigne,

H
SC

Jamia Brown and Ashley Triggs.
Book design and layout was done by Sankofa 2015 intern
Mainah Felipeto
Photo Credits belong to karen “kg” marshall, Kennadi Robinson and

PA
SM
B

Kevin “2cent” Griffin
Interviews conducted by Whitney Alexis, Jordan Vigne, Jamia Brown,
Kevin Ruiz, Kennadi Robinson, Diandra Dwyer, Ashley Triggs, and
Arieanna McKnight and Alana “AB” Banks
Research for this book was done by the Ujima Collective then compiled

JO
KY

and edited by Roxanne Lawson
Edits for this book and its many drafts were done by Jamia Brown,
Brianna Bryant, Whitney Alexis, karen “kg” marshall, Roxanne Lawson
and Rachel Lee.

T

Interviews were transcribed by Sankofa 2015 interns Kevin Ruiz and
Diandra Dwyer and by Roxanne Lawson
Adult support for this project was provided by Roxanne Lawson and

ER
JOH
SL

Karen “kg” Marshall
Shout out to Rukeene, Chris, and Alana for planning fun days
that strengthened the collective and kept people sane during the
project. And to Yhayah for his role in raising money to get the book
printed. Also shout out to dope community supporters: Axiom Artist
Collective, the 2-Cent Artist Collective, Daniel Nguyen, Don Francis

N
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and E-Camp, Harmony Oaks, Dianne Jones, Micheala Harrison, Wendi
O’Neal and DJ Jubilee.
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MIRIAM CAREY, DEION FLUDD,
KIMANI GRAY, JOHNNIE KAMAHI
WARREN, MALISSA WILLIAMS,
TIMOTHY RUSSELL, SHANTEL
DAVIS,SHARMEL EDWARDS, ERVIN
JEFFERSON, MICHAEL BROWN,
REKIA BOYD,SHEREESE FRANCIS,
NEHEMIAH DILLARD, SGT. MANUEL
LOGGINS, JR., KENNETH HARDING,
WALTER LAMER SCOTT, ERIC
HARRIS, FREDDIE GRAY, WALTER
SCOTT, TONY ROBINSON, ANTHONY
HILL, AKAI GURLEY, DANTE
PARKER, TYREE WOODSON, YVETTE
SMITH,DONITRE HAMILTON, JORDAN
BAKER, BARRINGTON WILLIAMS,
CARLOS ALCIS,DEION FLUDD,
JONATHAN FERRELL, KIMANI GRAY,
KYAMLIVINGSTONE, LARRY EUGENE
JACKSON, JR., MIRIAM CAREY,
TYRONE WEST CHAVIS CARTER,
DANTE PRICE, DUANE BROWN,
ERVIN JEFFERSON, JERSEY GREEN,
JOHNNNIE KAMAHI WARREN, JUSTIN
SLIPP, KENDREC MCDADE, MALISSA
WILLIAMS, TIMOTHY RUSSELL,
NEHEMIAH DILLARD, RAMARLEY
GRAHAM, RAYMOND ALLEN WE DEDICATE

THIS PROJECT TO MEMORY OF THOSE WE’VE LOST. WE ENCOURAGE
YOU TO SPEAK THE NAMES OF ANYONE NOT ON HERE
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